Heathfield Summer School COVID-19 Guarantee
At Heathfield School we understand that we are all living in unprecedented and uncertain times
which make it very difficult to plan and make decisions, especially for families overseas. We also
understand that securing the best education on a summer course for your child is still important to
you. That is why we have introduced our ‘COVID-19 Guarantee’.
Our COVID-19 Guarantee means that as a family living overseas, you can register your daughter
for a place at Heathfield, safe in the knowledge that you will not lose out financially if the
Coronavirus pandemic interrupts your plans because:
•

•

If, after paying your deposit or full fees, a student is unable to join the summer course for a
COVID-19 related reason, we will return your fees or offer you the chance to hold over your
booking to 2022.
If Heathfield School is unable to run the summer course because of UK or international
COVID-19 restrictions, we will return your fees or offer you the chance to hold over the
booking to 2022.

COVID-19 related reasons could be: government restrictions on travel (in either the UK or your
country of residence); the cancellation of the student’s flight with no suitable alternative flight offered;
the student being unable to travel due to sickness or isolation. The school reserves the right to ask for
evidence of a positive COVID-19 test/requirement to self-isolate or of flight cancellation.
Please note that the travel insurance provided by Heathfield’s insurers Canopius Studentguard will
cover students for COVID-19 medical treatment while they are in the school and will also cover any
extended stay in the school beyond the end date of their course if that is necessary and cover them
for change of return travel to a maximum value of £5,000.
If you wish to read the current main school arrangements for dealing with COVID, please open the
COVID-19 Guidance Brochure for Boarders on this page for current information:
https://www.heathfieldschool.net/about-us/covid-19-guidelines/
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